
P3/4

Answers from week 5

week beginning: 4th May 2020



Number: Doubles & Near Doubles  Spicy
Mild 

3 and 7
6 and 13
9 and 19
10 and 21
14 and 29
17 and 29

4 and 9
6 and 13
8 and 17
12 and 25
16 and 33
30 and 61

3 and 7
7 and  15
10 and  21
21 and 43
14 and 29
25 and 51

2 and 5
5 and 11
7 and 15
15 and 31
13 and 27
11 and 23

a. 24 b. 48 c. 66 d. 84 e. 26

f. 82 g. 64 h. 28 i. 44 j. 68

k. 42 l. 88 m. 46 n. 62 o. 22

27 54

16 32

48 96

39 78

29 58

47 94

28 56

3a. 86           b. 87           c. 85
d. 72           e. 70            f. 74

4a. 36           b. 72            c. 95         d. 53
e. 77            f. 91             g. 52        h. 34
i. 45             j. 69             k. 28         l. 90



Number: Doubles                                  Hot

1a. 280 b. 860 c. 680 d. 440 e. 620

480 60 170 380 90 260

960 120 340 760 180 520

640 650 630

320 330 340

560 570 550

a. 450 b. 270

c. 600 d. 730

e. 950 f. 700

g. 560 h. 340



Problem Solving: Code Breaker

What messages did you create?

a                     s           m        i l          e

a                      d          a         y

b         r           i n          g          s

h          a         p          p        i n          e          s         s

y         o          u           r                    w         a         y



Outer Maths: Money MILD

The coins you could be given in your change vary.

1a. 73p            b. 67p            c. 52p
d. 49p            e. 36p             f. 24p

2a. 78p            b. 65p            c. 29p

3a. Tom spent 77p. He got 23p change.
b. Val spent 56p. She got 44p change.
c. Mia spent 68p. She got 32p change.

4. Mel got 34p change.
Her four coins were a 20p, 10p, 2p, 2p.



Outer Maths: Money  SPICY

4a. Greg had £1.10. He has 20p left.
b. Ray had £3. He has 20p left.

5. Suzy got £1.35 change.
She spent 65p on her toy. 

The coins you could be given in your change vary.

1a. 75p              b. 37p             c. 23p

2a. 68p              b. 95p             c. £1.14

3a. 65p              b. £1.11          c. 72p



Outer Maths: Money  HOT

The coins you could be given in your change vary.

1a. £1.50                        b. £2.70                           c. £3.10
d. £2.40                        e. £2.25                           f. £1.80

2a. £1.20 + 0.70 = £1.90 
b. £1.50 + 0.40 = £1.90
c. £1.20 + £1.50 = £2.70
d. £2.30 + £1.50 = £3.80
e. 0.40 + 0.70 = £1.10
f. 0.90 + 0.70 = £1.60

Class 1 - £3.40
Class 2 - £3.10
Class 3 - £2.50
Class 4 - £1.90
Class 5 - 80p
Class 6 – 30p



Comprehension: Piper

1. The story took place on a beach.

2. Piper is the main character.

3. Piper watches his/her Mum going to get food.

4. The story is about Piper getting over his/her fear of the 
water and being resilient.

5. No right or wrong answer!

6. An example could be the Three Little Pigs being brave and 
not giving up at building their houses.

7. School swimming or learning to make a balloon animal 
were experiences you were all resilient with.

8. The director shows Pipers feelings through facial 
expression and body language.

9. No right or wrong answer!

10. No right or wrong answer!

11. No right or wrong answer!

1. Where did the story take place?

2. Who is the main character?

3. How does the story begin?

4. What is the story about?

5. Which part did you enjoy the most and why?

6. Can you think of another film or story with a similar 

character?

7. Have you experienced something similar to Piper, 
where you overcame a fear?

8. How did the director show how Piper was feeling?

9. Does the video have an effective ending? Explain 
your answer.

10. Who would you recommend this video to and why?

11. Write an alternative ending to the story.

mild

spicy

hot



Writing:  
Re-count

LI: I can write a re-count of my daily walk.

Things to include:

When did you go?                What did you see? Where did you go?                   What did you do?

Who did you go with?          What was your favourite part of the walk?          Can you link any of your senses into your writing?

On Monday afternoon I went to Holyrood Park and Arthurs Seat 
with my Mum. 

First, we had a walk up Arthurs Seat to see the beautiful views of 
Edinburgh. It was very sunny and hot! I appreciated my bottle of 
water when I got to the top! We were able to see Edinburgh 
Castle, the Scottish Parliament, Holyrood Palace, Dynamic Earth, 
our house and lots of other places. We could even see across to 
Fife!

We then headed towards the pond to see the swans and ducks. 
We saw some lovely diffidols on our walk. 

I really enjoyed seeing across the entire city and looking out to the 
sea. 



Grammar: 
preposition

mild

sitting

in

under

beside

in front

behind

between

inside

outside

next to



Grammar: preposition    Spicy

up
under

over

on

under      à over
down       à up
in              à out
outside    à inside
on            à off



Grammar: preposition    Hot

1. inside 2. up 3. above 4. before

5. with 6. under 7. far 8. on

in

out

over

on

into down

between

before

at

for

on


